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Abstract
Between 2012 and 2017, at the Ł-section of Warsaw’s Powązki Military Ceme-
tery, or ‘Łączka’, the Polish Institute of National Remembrance exhumed a mass
grave containing the remains of post-war anti-communist resistance ghters. Being
referred to as the ‘cursed soldiers’, these ghters have become key gures in post-
2015 Polish memory politics. In this article we focus on the role of the volunteers at
these exhumations in the production of the ‘cursed soldiers’ memory. Following the
idea of community archaeology as a civil society-building practice, the observed
processes of sacralisation and militarisation show how the exhumations create a
community of memory that promotes the core values of the currently governing
national-conservative PiS party. We found that tropes related to forensic research
and typically identied with cosmopolitan memory paradigms are used within a
generally nationalist and antagonistic memory framework.
Key words: ‘cursed soldiers’, exhumation, volunteers, IPN, Poland, collective
memory
Introduction
In May 2017, the Institute of National Remembrance (Instytut Pamięci Narodowej,
IPN) carried out exhumations at the Ł-section of Warsaw’s Powązki Military Ceme-
tery, popularly known as Łączka (in Polish, literally: ‘little meadow’).1 It was the last
stage of the uncovering of a large, post-war-era mass grave, which had served as
a dumping ground for the bodies of numerous people who had been sentenced to
death by the Polish state communist government in the period 1944–56. Many of the
victims were members of the Home Army (Armia Krajowa, AK), who became anti-
communist resistance ghters aer the Second World War and are now identied as
‘cursed soldiers’ (in Polish, żołnierze wyklęci), which emphasises their post-mortem
state-imposed oblivion.
The term ‘cursed soldiers’ was coined at a 1993 exhibition on the post-war
anti-communist resistance organised by right-wing activists and was popularised
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through the book by writer and former partisan Jerzy Śląski,2 but gained currency
only in the 2000s. As historian Kornelia Kończal explains, the slogan was trans-
ferred ‘from the margins of memory activism to the center of the state-sponsored
politics of memory and the pop-cultural mainstream’ and was ‘eventually taken
over by one political force’.3 What is more, over time, the term expanded to include
both honourable resistance ghters, such as the celebrated Witold Pilecki, and par-
tisans accused of genocidal crimes against Polish citizens of Belarusian, Jewish,
Lithuanian, Slovak and Ukrainian origins.4 Yet, portrayed as a homogeneous group,
the ‘cursed soldiers’ have become key gures in the memory politics of the Polish
right-wing and nationalist Law and Justice party (Prawo i Sprawiedliwość, PiS), par-
ticularly aer its rise to power in 2015. With that, in the words of President Andrzej
Duda, the Powązki ‘Meadow’ has become ‘one of the most eloquent symbols of the
Third Republic of Poland. Here, for nearly seventy years, have lain the remains of
the soldiers of our last uprising, the anti-communist uprising.’5
The exhumations at Łączka were carried out by the IPN’s Oce of Search
and Identication (Biuro Poszukiwań i Identykacji), led by historian Krzysztof
Szwagrzyk. For these exhumations, the Oce searched for volunteers whose task
was, rst and foremost, to sieve the exhumation sites’ earth. Archaeologist Anna
Zalewska calls this ‘community archaeology’, a participatory and civil society-
building process in which the volunteers gradually become an integral part of the
research team.6 As such, according to Szwagrzyk, they become ‘participants of post-
communist societies’ collective catharsis’.7 The volunteers are referred to as the
‘heart’ of the exhumation process, as they bring emotions and a sense of purpose
to a site which otherwise would remain a place of ‘cold’ science, dominated by
archaeological specialists.
In this article we analyse the central role of Łączka’s volunteers in the process of
sacralisation and militarisation of the ‘cursed soldiers’ memory. We argue that the
volunteers play a key role in linking the exhumations to the memory paradigm of
the ‘cursed soldiers’. Through their position as volunteers at Łączka, their voice is
treated as that of a witness of a kind, as they have rst-hand and inside informa-
tion about the search and identication process.8 Following the idea of community
archaeology as a civil society-building practice,9 we contend that the exhumations
create a memory community that reects and fosters the central values of the ruling
right-wing and nationalist PiS party, such as anti-communism, patriotism and con-
servative Catholicism. As such, the volunteers perform an important link between
the sacralised space of Łączka and Polish society at large. Our study is based on
ethnographic eldwork conducted in May and June of 2017, working alongside
the volunteers at the exhumation site at Łączka and participating in other activi-
ties organised by the volunteers. It is complemented by participant observation of
volunteer meetings organised by the IPN’s education centre, Przystanek Historia, in
Warsaw in March 2018.10
Forensic work in the twenty-rst century is a practice of counter-memory under
the umbrella of discourses related to human rights and transitional justice.11 We
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argue, however, that in Poland these victim-oriented, ‘cosmopolitan’ memory dis-
courses are downloaded and reused within a nationalist and antagonistic framework
of memory.12 The scholarly research on the exhumations of the ‘cursed soldiers’,
mainly authored by researchers and experts from the IPN’s Oce of Search and
Identication, is rather disconnected from a large volume of work produced within
the ‘forensic turn’.13 With that, this is the rst study that looks at these exhumations
from the perspective of necropolitics and memory studies.
Searching for the ‘cursed soldiers’
The exhumations in search of the remains of the ‘cursed soldiers’ carried out
at Łączka between 2012 and 2017 are symbolically linked to the prominence of
exhumation work in Polish memory production. In Poland, exhumations have
proved to be a tool for creating myths, as in the case of the ‘Katyń lie’,14 as well as a
means for countering those myths by verifying historical interpretations based on
archival research, as in the case of the partial exhumations conducted in Jedwabne
in 2001.15 Hence, for many people the act of exhuming, identifying and gathering
evidence about communist crimes against the ‘cursed soldiers’ is not only about
revealing ‘historical truth’ but also about breaking an institutionalised silence sur-
rounding these ‘heroes’, which continued, according to the activists, even aer the
transition to democracy. As such, the fact that the bodies of the partisans remained
hidden for more than a decade aer the end of communism proves to the activists
that the transition was not complete and many facets of the communist regime
remained intact. In fact, a similar argument is used by Spanish activists search-
ing for the forgotten victims of the Spanish Civil War and its aermath to criticise
the Spanish transition as incomplete.16 In Poland, this critique blatantly omits the
fact that the ‘cursed soldiers’ had already entered state-sponsored memory politics
before PiS was elected in 2015.
As mentioned above, the name ‘cursed soldiers’ was coined to assert that the anti-
communist resistance ghters were doomed to oblivion and no one in Poland was
supposed to remember and honour their struggles. In Polish, wyklęci is an emo-
tionally loaded description which connotes stigma and banishment, a certain code
of silence, an erasure. Thus, in English, ‘cursed’ should be understood as a signier
of a post-mortem misfortune of being forgotten by society.17 According to PiS and
right-wing activists, the soldiers were cursed (silenced) twice. First, when their bod-
ies and graves were hidden by the communist regime in order to erase all traces of
their existence. And second, aer the transition of 1989, by the intellectual, political
and cultural elites of the Third Republic of Poland, who tried to erase the memory
of the anti-communist conspiracy.18
This is not an accurate description, as there were instances of commemoration
of the anti-communist partisans before and aer the fall of communism. In the late
1980s, reporter Małgorzata Szejnert investigated the burial places of political pris-
oners from the Stalinist era.19 Although relatives of the victims were not informed
about their burial place, they knew about Łączka through rumours and impromptu
memorials established there. Łączka as a burial place was ocially recognised aer
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1989. In 1991, under the auspices of a committee led by Maria Romer-Kędzierska,
a relative of one of the victims, a memorial was erected at the site. What is more,
already during the 1980s, memory activists started collecting oral histories related
to the partisan struggles. This practice was carried on during the 1990s under the
umbrella of associations such as We Remember (Pamiętamy) and Freedom and
Independence (Wolność i Niezawisłość: WiN). As Kończal points out, the IPN
started including the post-war partisan struggle in its agenda in 2005, producing
a variety of publications, lms and events for a wider audience. And nally, in 2011,
during the mandate of Civic Platform (Platforma Obywatelska: PO), in an attempt to
restrain right-wing memory activism, the Cursed Soldiers National Remembrance
Day established on 1 March, following a proposal from the late President of Poland
Lech Kaczyński.20
In the same year, the IPN started a large-scale investigation into the possibility of
exhumation of the unmarked graves of the victims of communism from the period
1944–56. However, Szwagrzyk, who had previously been employed by the Wrocław
branch of the IPN, started his search and exhumation activities in the Lower Silesia
region as early as 2003.21 The exhumations at the Ł-section of the Powązki Military
Cemetery were initiated in 2012 and concluded in July 2017. During that time, the
excavations were stopped several times because of administrative and judicial hur-
dles encountered in the e ort to exhume and relocate the tombs that in the 1980s
had been built on top of the unmarked graves from the 1940s and 1950s.
Most of the post-war victims were buried within the perimeters of the cemetery
walls, or even in the connes of the prisons where they were sentenced to death.
According to Szwagrzyk, the burial places were purposely concealed so that they
could not become places of remembrance.22 It is estimated that until 1956 more
than 4 000 individuals were executed by the regime; most of them were related to
the Polish anti-communist underground.23 Łączka was one of the main burial sites
in the country. It is estimated that the bodies of around 300 victims were interred at
Powązki Military Cemetery.
Since the election of PiS and the introduction of their memory programme, the
emphasis in the memorialisation of the ‘cursed soldiers’ has been placed on forensic
archaeology as a means of truth nding. In June 2016 the IPN’s Oce for Search
and Identication was established as a statement of this elevated interest in forensic
research. Importantly, the emphasis on forensics brings about an implicit connec-
tion with memory activism related to human rights violations in other countries,
such as Argentina, Spain or Bosnia. Although these comparisons are not made
explicitly by the IPN itself, the transfer of memorial practices and vocabulary is evi-
dent. These implicit linkages provide the heroic myth of the ‘cursed soldiers’ with
a powerful connotation of ‘universal’ victimhood while it reconnects with human
rights-inspired counter-memory discourses, even if these exhumations are state
sponsored.
The IPN’s Oce for Search and Identication has two objectives. First, the
exhumations should determine the causes of death, showing the systematic manner
in which the victims were killed. For instance, according to the IPN, the exhumed
remains evidence the recurring use of the ‘Katyń-method’, killing the victims with a
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shot in the back of the head. For Szwagrzyk, the way the remains from Łączka were
deled during the reconstruction of the cemetery in the 1980s serves as evidence of
the criminal nature of Polish communism, as the bones of the dead had been used as
building blocks in the formation of new tombstones for communist dignitaries. The
archaeological research thus proves the systematic way in which the victims were
killed and also the long-term brutality of the Polish communist regime. Accord-
ing to Szwagrzyk, the victims’ remains were violated twice: rst, when they were
dumped into a mass grave, and second, when they were unearthed, jumbled and
used as building blocks.
The second objective is the identication of the remains through DNA analy-
sis,24 which echoes the enormous impact of DNA analysis in forensic research of
mass crimes and its important inuence on memory practices, increasingly focusing
on individual identities instead of collective ones.25 The forensic team sometimes
travels hundreds of kilometres across Poland to take DNA samples of victims’ dis-
tant relatives or to exhume the remains of close relatives in order to compare the
DNA material. Moreover, the focus on DNA eclipses other forms of identication
and remembrance. We noticed the team’s lack of interest in the relatives’ personal
memories and life stories. The questionnaires the victims’ relatives had to ll out
focused only on the physical identication of the remains. In mass grave exhuma-
tions in countries such as Argentina or Spain, the voice of the victims’ relatives is
emphasised as an important part of the connected processes of remembrance, and
the return of the remains to the families is one of the most important goals. In the
case of the remembrance of the ‘cursed soldiers’, the relatives’ voice is present in a
much more enigmatic way. While being invited to reburial ceremonies and depicted
in memory narratives (the 2017 movie Wyklęty serves as a good example), the rel-
atives were practically absent during the exhumation process. This was partly due
to the fact that many of the partisans were young and had never started families,
and partly due to the IPN’s memory politics. In our view, the IPN carried out the
exhumations not to return the remains of the lost relatives to their families, but
to return the lost heroes to the nation. We argue that the ‘nationalisation’ of these
remains is a key element in understanding the memory production connected to
the exhumation sites, a process in which volunteers play an important role.
As the burial site of some of the most ‘famous’ ‘cursed soldiers’, Łączka has become
the main reference point in the exhumation movement. The exhumation works at
Łączka have served as a basis for a travelling exhibition, several documentary lms,
a special exhibition at the former Mokotów prison in Warsaw, public engagement
talks and a virtual map, ‘Virtual Lączka’, advertised as a ‘moving journey to places
that were supposed to remain inaccessible’.26 The centrality of the exhumations in
the production of the memory of the ‘cursed soldiers’ highlights the continuous
and deliberate post-mortem silence imposed on these soldiers, during communism
and aer the transition, as one of the distinctive discursive features in the current
memorialisation. While the complex processes of searching, exhuming and identi-
fying undo that silence, they also show how e ectively it was imposed. At the same
time, the exhumation marks a clear time frame of imposed silence from the moment
of the partisans’ death to the moment of their unburial.
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Finding volunteers at exhumation sites, particularly where the unburial activities
are not state sponsored, is a common practice. As such, the exhumations currently
being carried out in Spain are almost entirely led by volunteers. In Poland, however,
where the IPN’s Oce for Search and Identication has received a large state budget,
the admission of volunteers appears to serve a di erent purpose.
The volunteers we met during the eldwork were a heterogeneous group of peo-
ple representing di erent ages and backgrounds. They came to the exhumation
site for di erent periods of time. Among those who stayed for more than a week
were university students. Some of them were studying history or archaeology, and
dreamed of a well-paid job at the IPN. Others were older supporters of PiS, dis-
appointed by the political developments aer 1989. Some people would take a few
days o  from work to attend the exhumations. Many volunteers had a particular
interest in history, participated in re-enactments or were members of historical or
memory associations. Oen, volunteers had a special interest in the stories related
to the Home Army, the Warsaw Uprising and the post-war partisan struggle. Many
of them had a favourite hero partisan. They would show up dressed in ‘cursed sol-
diers’ attire during the exhumation work. Some had participated in exhumations
before, but many were doing this for the rst time. They could register at the site of
the exhumation or via an online form on the IPN’s website.27 The exhumations were
open to the public, and, almost every day, the site was visited by general visitors to
the Powązki Military Cemetery, mostly school groups, as well as politicians, priests
and other well-known faces of the Polish media landscape.
Basically, anyone aged eighteen or older interested in volunteering could sign
up and participate in the exhumations. On the site, Marek, the head of the vol-
unteers employed by IPN, who once had been a volunteer himself, gave a short
introduction to the work, which for most of the volunteers involved sieving the
earth retrieved from the burial site in search of small objects and bones. On the
IPN’s website the work of the volunteers was described as a ‘mission’ or a ‘duty’ in
search of Polish heroes. The volunteers who had been participating in the exhuma-
tions for longer acquired a specialised vocabulary related to forensic science. At
the same time, their emotional investment in their task, the exhumation team and
other volunteers, as well as the victims whose remains they were searching for, was
remarkable.
Discussing the exhumations at Łączka in terms of community archaeology,
Zalewska points to the staggering number of volunteers and their exceptional
enthusiasm. In this model of archaeology, public exhumations are envisioned as
a collective, inclusive and participatory e ort which carries an educational poten-
tial.28 Zalewska explains that community archaeology is crucial in creating and
sustaining social order. Particularly in places of ‘dicult memory’, community
archaeology can serve as a vehicle of social integration, cohesion and reconcilia-
tion, as it is sometimes attributed therapeutic and cathartic powers. According to
Szwagrzyk, the exhumations are ‘a helpful contribution to relieving post-communist
trauma’.29
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Whereas the exhumations were certainly used as a very powerful educational
tool, we doubt – as we show in the analysis of the underlying processes of sacral-
isation and militarisation – to what extent they are producing the balanced inclu-
sive social order which Zalewska envisions. When talking to the volunteers, their
discourse, while being strongly antagonistic, as we will show below, reminded us of
a counter-memorial narrative. For example, the volunteers pointed to the ongoing
silences in society and told us how many Polish citizens did not understand the
importance of their work. As such, they portrayed Szwagrzyk, his team and them-
selves as a small group defending Poland’s pride, similar to the ‘cursed soldiers’
depicted as a small exclusive group trying to save Poland’s freedom. It is notewor-
thy that a lone wolf has become one of the main symbols of the ‘cursed soldiers’,30
representing small paramilitary groups.
As we observed, the volunteers treated the remains of the partisans as ‘their’
heroes, whom they were returning to the fatherland. This is very di erent from
memorial cultures surrounding exhumation practices in other parts of the world,
where the traumatic narratives of the victims’ relatives are made central in the
meaning-making process of the exhumed remains and their memorialisation. As
we noted above, at Łączka there were hardly any relatives involved in the exhuma-
tion work. In their absence, the volunteers lled the exhumation site with emotional
attachment and care.
Anthropologist Adam Rosenblatt uses the word ‘care’ to talk about the relation
between the forensic team and the dead: ‘Forensic care aims to restore the dead
body’s own integrity, and its place within the social and material world from which
it was violently torn. It seeks, in every touch, examination, and technical practice to
which the dead body is subjected, to respond to, reverse, and/or repair the violence
su ered.’31 Rosenblatt acknowledges that forms of care are always there, but that, at
the same time, the scientic members of the team uphold professional detachment,
psychological distance and try to not to cross into the area of ‘caring too much’.
Rosenblatt underlines that ‘forensic care is involved in the creation of more care-
givers’, and ‘naturally seeks to end the monopoly of the forensic expert to spread the
activity of care out from the gravesite into the community’.32 At Łączka, we observed
that the volunteers did not maintain these professional standards and became real
caregivers during and aer the exhumations.
We posit that the IPN uses volunteers to infuse its scientic discourse with
emotional signicance, a sense of duty and counter-memorial urgency. The IPN
produces a platform for volunteers to perform this role, as they have become cen-
tral to ceremonies related to the identication and reburial of the exhumed remains.
As we show throughout our analysis of the elements of sacralisation and militari-
sation in the memorialisation of the ‘cursed soldiers’, volunteers play an important
role in linking the forensic work to society at large. In these processes, the volun-
teers’ voice, which is that of a witness to the violence done to the partisans, displays
the corresponding emotions of grief, hate, care and duty to carry on the ‘cursed
soldiers’ words and work. As such, in terms of Rosenblatt’s forensic care, the vol-
unteers intend to respond to, reverse and repair the violence and injustice that
happened. The use of forensic tropes, narratives of silencing and disappearance,
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together with nationalistic and antagonistic frameworks of heroes and villains, pro-
duces a rather strange mixture of memory modes, in which discourses normally
related to victim-oriented cosmopolitan memory are used in an antagonistic matter.
Sacralisation
On 20 May 2017 Warsaw celebrated International Museum Day with the ‘Museum
Night’, an event oen organised in large cities across Europe. On that evening, the
Łączka volunteers gathered at the premises of the Ministry of Culture to attend a
concert by Contra Mundum, a rock band that denes its style as patriotic rock.
The volunteers were excited. They had met the lead singer of the band, Norbert ‘Smoła’
Smoliński, during the excavations and rumor spread that the whole team of volunteers
was going to be invited on stage as a kind of homage. When the concert was about to
start, a group of 150 people gathered in front of the stage, many of them dressed in
clothes bearing ‘cursed soldiers’ imagery and carrying Polish ags. Towards the end of
the concert, the whole crew of volunteers was called on stage, while the band played
one of their songs which is about the ‘cursed soldiers’.
For the volunteers it was one of the highlights of their participation in the exhuma-
tions. The rock band made sure that emotions were running high, with a combination
of dramatic tunes and even more dramatic images. The volunteers were received as
heroes for dedicating their free time to exhuming the lost Polish heroes, those who
fought communism from the very beginning. Every day, they were in contact with this
small sacred place at the furthest corner of the Powązki Military Cemetery, popularly
known as Łączka.33
This vignette shows how the volunteers came to perform an important link
between the exhumation work and the remembrance of the ‘cursed soldiers’ at large.
The act of inviting the volunteers on stage transformed them into heroes, in the
image of the ‘cursed soldiers’, and they were symbolically appointed to bear tes-
timony to the sacredness of Łączka to a bigger audience. The concert was one of
the rst ‘presentations’ of the community of volunteers to the public. Aer that,
the volunteers were frequently invited as ‘special guests’ to outreach events about the
exhumations at Łączka, such as exhibitions, concerts and debates, including ‘Łączka
through the eyes of the volunteers’ at the IPN’s Przystanek Historia. During these
events, the volunteers referred to Łączka as a sacred place.
Our eldwork covered the last stage of the exhumation process, which had started
ve years earlier. Over this period, Poland underwent some signicant political
changes, with Polish public opinion shiing to the right. In June 2015, Andrzej Duda
of PiS was elected the President of Poland, and three months later his party won
an overall majority in the parliamentary elections. PiS reorganised the IPN, mak-
ing the Oce for Search and Identication one of its central branches. Szwagrzyk
became the director of the Oce for Search and Identication and vice-president of
the IPN. Furthermore, the new government decided to transform the former prison
on Rakowiecka Street into the museum of the ‘cursed soldiers’. In September 2015,
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when the centrist political party PO was still in power, a Pantheon-Mausoleum of
the ‘cursed soldiers’ was unveiled next to the exhumation site. Then, between May
and December 2016, around 180 graves from the 1980s were moved from the Ł-
section to other parts of the cemetery to allow the last phase of the exhumations
to begin. The state-sponsored media portrayed the long-awaited relocation of these
tombs as a victory of the renewed IPN and a critique of the previous government,
which they felt had been too slow in giving out permits to continue the exhuma-
tion. These developments gave considerable momentum to the nal stretch of the
exhumations carried out at Łączka in the spring of 2017.
All these changes generated a huge interest in volunteering at the exhumation
sites. More than 270 people came to Łączka in May and June 2017. Tirelessly sieving
the enormous amounts of earth from the graves, the volunteers treated even the
smallest pieces and objects with great reverence, since they belonged to the ‘cursed
soldiers’. In the words of Marek, the head of the volunteers, ‘holding the remains of
the cursed is like touching something sacred, those bones are relics’.34 From time to
time the volunteers would collect some earth from Łączka in small bags or jars to
take home. They explained that Łączka was a sacred place to them, the earth was
sacred too and they wanted to keep it close to them. During a meeting with the
volunteers at the IPN, a small blade, still covered with earth from the exhumation
site, was passed among the audience. Some people kissed it, as a gesture of love and
respect, similar to that of the adoration of the Holy Cross. In this case, the earth
from the mass grave and the earth on the blade became objects that connected the
people at the meeting with the late ‘cursed soldiers’, serving as vehicles for revering
their martyrdom.
Along with the rise of the myth of the ‘cursed soldiers’, their burial sites have
become sacred places too. This phenomenon is particularly noticeable in the case
of Łączka, where some of the most well-known resistance ghters were buried. As
such, the Ł-section has become a pilgrimage destination for patriotic Poles who
want to pay tribute to their murdered heroes.35 Similar to the idea of a pilgrimage,
some of the volunteers described their participation in the exhumations in terms
of a ‘patriotic retreat’ (rekolekcje patriotyczne), referring to a tradition of religious
practices.36
The sacralisation of Łączka as a site of memory was also seen in numerous spon-
taneous and improvised religious ceremonies at the exhumation site. One day, two
young priests from Łomża – a small town in north-eastern Poland – came to volun-
teer. Dressed in T-shirts with the images of the ‘cursed soldiers’, they were sieving the
earth like everybody else. Towards the end of the day the archaeological work was
stopped for a while, prompting the priests to improvise a funeral ceremony on the
spot. Strong emotions, both of the professionals and the volunteers, connected to
their daily witnessing of death and signs of raw violence, were channelled through
these improvised religious ceremonies. For many volunteers, when looking back
at their experience, these moments were seen as extremely moving and important.
During an event at the IPN’s Przystanek Historia featuring the volunteers, Marek
recalled that this was one of the most special experiences: ‘It was spontaneous, we
were crying, praying or just having a moment of private reection.’37
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Sacralisation of sites of violence is a common process which, according to soci-
ologist Janet Jacobs, ‘serves to connect survivors to the victims, creating a shared
terrain of su ering, grief, and mourning’.38 However, in the case of Łączka, the
sacred becomes an all-encompassing narrative which transcends the space of the
mass grave and the scope of grief and mourning. We started this section of the arti-
cle with a vignette that exemplies the role of the volunteers as transmitters of the
sacredness of Łączka. The sacralisation of the burial place is directly related to the
devotional cult surrounding the ‘cursed soldiers’. Communication scholar Mariola
Marczak, who analysed hagiographic structures of lm narratives on the ‘cursed
soldiers’ argues that they are usually portrayed as ‘saints’: awless characters who
su ered innocently because of their uncompromising ght for a good cause – the
freedom of their fatherland – and whose biography is accompanied by a series of
‘miracles’.39 This mode of imagining the ‘cursed soldiers’ is reected in the way
the volunteers talked about their ‘heroes’: Pilecki, Inka, and also those who had
committed war crimes, such as Łupaszka or Bury.
Strikingly, at Łączka, the volunteers employed similar narrative structures to talk
about the leader of the IPN’s Oce of Search and Identication, Szwagrzyk, as the
initiator of the search for the ‘cursed soldiers’ remains. Marta, who together with
Marek and Monika, found a job at the IPN through volunteering, described the
team as one big family. Szwagrzyk was her hero. She was amazed by his stalwartness
and perseverance and described him as a very sophisticated, gallant, polite and, at
the same time, humble person. She was very moved by the way he showed genuine
interest in all of the volunteers and cared for them, making sure everyone got to eat
and stayed warm.
Many volunteers shared details of Szwagrzyk’s biography. There was a striking
similarity between the way they talked about resistance ghter Witold Pilecki and
Szwagrzyk. For example, Ada, a history student from Toruń who quit her job to
volunteer at Łączka:
Ada talks very a ectionate[ly] about Szwagrzyk and tells me something about his
story. When he was 18, she says, he saw crosses without names and could not bear
to see that. He wanted to reverse it. He will do this until he dies, Ada is convinced.
She talks the same way about Pilecki. She cannot imagine he was a human being
like you and me. He is somebody from a movie or a book. Whenever she talks
about Szwagrzyk, Pilecki, or the participants of the Warsaw Uprising, she uses this
extremely emotive mode and describes the main characters as heroes, emphasising
their extraordinary personal qualities.40
The passage reveals that Szwagrzyk’s work for the IPN is something more than a
job. It is his calling. At the volunteers’ presentation at Przystanek Historia, Marek,
the head of the volunteers, described Szwagrzyk as their commander and leader. To
him, Szwagrzyk was a ‘paragon of diligence and hard work’.
There is a high degree of sacralisation in the memorialisation of the ‘cursed
soldiers’. Not only do the ‘cursed soldiers’ attain saintlike qualities, as shown by
Marczak,41 but at the exhumation site human remains were revered as relics and
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the people directly involved in the identication of the ‘cursed soldiers’ remains
acquired a saintlike status. In retrospect, the volunteers described Łączka as a ‘sacred
space’, a ‘magnet’, a ‘magic place’, a place that ‘absorbs you completely’.42 As we can
see, the volunteers become more than just activists for the recovery of the lost mem-
ory of the ‘cursed soldiers’. They become devotees, not only of the ‘cursed soldiers’,
but also of Łączka, as a memory site, and of Szwagrzyk, as an apostle of sorts.
Militarisation
Anthropologists Hugh Gusterson and Catherine Besteman propose seeing mili-
tarism as a cultural system: ‘It is shaped through ideology and rhetoric, e ected
through bodies and technologies, made visible and invisible through campaigns
of imagery and knowledge production, and it colonises aspects of social life
including reproduction, self-image, and notions of community.’43 In Gusterson
and Besteman’s special issue on cultures of militarism, anthropologist Francisco
Ferrándiz analyses the dismantling of Francoist cultures of militarism, among oth-
ers, through the exhumation of the mass graves of Republican civilians. He argues
that this process ‘necessarily involves a certain level of remilitarizing by other
means’.44
We argue that both Łączka and the ‘cursed soldiers’ bear highly militarised
memorial references. Whereas Ferrándiz uses the term ‘phantom militarism’
to describe this boomerang e ect in Spain, in Poland we observe a form of
(re-)militarisation in relation to the ‘cursed soldiers’ exhumations which is much
less illusional. In this case, the exhumations’ aim is to erase the traces of com-
munism, but not to dismantle the accompanying cultures of militarism. What is
more, while PiS’s discourse abounds in anti-communist rhetoric, the party’s style
and practice is rather reminiscent of late communism.45 In the case of Łączka, the
exhumation practices produce the militarisation of mostly non-military arenas, for
instance activities closely related to human rights activism.
Looking at the aesthetics of the ‘cursed soldiers’ memory products such as
T-shirts, comic books or murals, the militaristic undertone related to this mem-
ory culture does not come as a surprise.46 It is, however, important to understand
how this kind of aesthetics co-produces a culture of militarism. At Łączka, alongside
religious references and metaphors, the volunteers oen had recourse to military
jargon. Besides referring to their participation in the exhumations as a ‘retreat’, they
also used the term ‘patriotic duty’. Not only priests came to Łączka to volunteer,
but also soldiers, to full their ‘duty’. A young priest from Łomża quoted one of
the volunteering soldiers on his Twitter account: ‘I am a soldier, and we – the Polish
Soldiers – are returning for the bodies of our fallen comrades. That’s why I am here –
volunteer at Łączka.’47 Tellingly, on the occasion of a concert of gratitude organ-
ised for the head of the search team, Szwagrzyk himself called the volunteers his
‘personal squadron’, and told them: ‘your uniform is your yellow vest’.48
One situation at Łączka illustrates this kind of militarisation. On 19 May 2017 a
new group of very young volunteers came to the exhumation. The six boys belonged
to a memory organisation called Mała Garstka, which was a re-establishment of a
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1950s anti-communist students’ organisation from Wrocław. In the aernoon, the
boys went on a tour through the cemetery to pay tribute to their heroes.
They brought candles they wanted to light in remembrance of di erent heroes, and
invited me to join them. On the tour, Maciej, a rst-year law student, gave me a short
introduction to Polish history. He denitely knows his history, but goes back and forth
between big heroic battles of the Poles in di erent time periods. It is dicult to keep
up with him. Our rst stop is the memorial for the ‘cursed soldiers’ just next to the
exhumation site. The boys from Mała Garstka confess that they don’t like the memo-
rial, which to them looks like a big fridge. It is too cold. But they light up a candle,
place it in front of the memorial inscription, step back and give a quick nod with their
heads. They are not very trained in this semi-military gesture, but it seems to me like
the thing to do for them. Aer that, they repeat the same gesture of respect at the grave
of Łupaszka, the symbolic grave of Pilecki and at the special section for the heroes of
the Home Army.49
Poland has a long tradition of state-supported civil defence military training
programmes and these organisations seem to t well within the construction of
the remembrance of guerrilla forces such as the ‘cursed soldiers’. Although Mała
Garstka is a scout movement of historical legacy and character and not a real
paramilitary unit, they do show some similarities and solidarities with paramil-
itary organisations. As such, Mała Garstka co-organises certain commemora-
tions with an organisation called Związek Strzelecki, a kind of militaristic scout
group.50
In their research article on the Polish Military Organisation (Polska Organizacja
Wojskowa, PMO) from Suwałki – a small town in north-eastern Poland – journal-
ists Grzegorz Szymanowski and Katarzyna Piasecka emphasise the relation between
scout movements, paramilitary units and historical references.51 ‘PMO members
love talking about history’, they write. ‘They mention Piłsudski and the so-called
‘cursed’ soldiers [. . .] as their role models. Suwałki’s inhabitants also preserve the
memory of the Augustów roundup, a tragic event in which about 600 people disap-
peared, presumably killed by the Soviet Army and the NKVD.’52 What is more, this
paramilitary unit took up the name of a secret military organisation created during
the First World War.
Vernacular memorials and shrines built at Łączka aer the exhumations came to
an end – similar to those built by relatives of the dead before 1989 – reect the con-
nection between paramilitary organisations and the exhumations. Błyska National-
Patriotic Organisation (Stowarzyszenie Narodowo-Patriotyczne im. Błyska) erected
a shrine at Łączka on 1 March 2018, the Cursed Soldiers National Remembrance
Day. This organisation is a good example of how paramilitary activities, histori-
cal re-enactments and the ‘cursed soldiers’ remembrance are intertwined. Behind
the logo combining the Polish ag and an aggressive-looking wolf is an organi-
sation founded in 2016 whose aims are, among others, propagation of patriotic
attitudes, dissemination of information about the anti-communist underground
and its heroes, taking care of places of historical remembrance, as well as conducting
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shooting training and collecting weapons.53 At Łączka, alongside the shrines erected
by grassroots paramilitary units, there are also shrines by state-sponsored military
units, such as the GROM Military Unit, which inherited the traditions of the leg-
endary Cichociemni Paratroopers of the Home Army.54 The overlaps and linkages
between such organisations and the Łączka volunteers show that the militarisation
in the structures of remembrance and exhumations of the ‘cursed soldiers’ goes
beyond historical discursive levels. At the same time, these interconnected cultures
of militarism clearly display the antagonistic nature of the ‘cursed soldiers’ mem-
ory, as it reimagines territory in exclusive terms and constructs rigid boundaries
between ‘us’ and ‘them’.55
Apart from the presence of paramilitary groups, the militarisation of the ‘cursed
soldiers’ remembrance happened through the hierarchical structures occurring dur-
ing the exhumations. In the previous section, we mentioned the quasi-religious
reverence that some volunteers held for Szwagrzyk. His statement that the volun-
teers are his personal squadron and the yellow vests are their uniforms draws us
closer to the realm of militarisation. Some people who had worked with Szwagrzyk
but le the team because of disagreements, o  the record, pointed to the absolute
control Szwagrzyk exerted over the team, not tolerating di ering views or compet-
ing media attention. These views reect the way the IPN was restructured when PiS
came to power, when many distinguished scholars and collaborators whose research
topics and opinions were not compatible with the memory politics of PiS were made
redundant.56
Tomasz, the head of the archaeologists, referred to the hierarchical structure of
the exhumation team by declaring that he tried to remain professional ‘down there’
and that, in general, the archaeologists tried to stay away from ‘the hype’ as much
as they could. He agreed that Szwagrzyk was performing extremely well before the
media and he was happy with that because it meant he could focus on his own work.
Indeed, Tomasz would silently disappear whenever a television crew or state ocials
visited the site. In his own words, he was a ‘digger’. Tomasz said: ‘I dig wherever the
professor [Szwagrzyk] tells me to.’ Obviously, he tried to stay away from politics.
Moreover, the IPN’s Search and Identication team comprised a combination of
non-politically involved professionals and ‘cursed soldiers’ devotees, most of whom
were recruited from the volunteers.
Traces of the subtle and gradual (re)production of cultures of militarism in the
exhumations of the ‘cursed soldiers’ can also be found in a small exhibition on the
exhumations at Łączka that has been on display in the former Mokotów prison in
Warsaw since March 2018. The exhibition occupies three oors, and on a part of
the rst oor the space of Łączka was recreated through a life-size image of an
exhumed skeleton displayed on the oor. This impactful image is surrounded by
aerial pictures of Łączka, and display cases with objects retrieved from the excava-
tions. The second oor is presided over by a large icon of the Virgin Mary. Just in
front of the icon, stands a display case with Catholic medallions exhumed from the
graves. The other display cases contain additional objects retrieved from the graves
and a number of panels identify several prisoners from Rakowiecka. Ascending the
stairs to the second oor, towards the large icon of the Virgin Mary, the exhibition
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conveys a transcendence of the mass grave into the realm of the sacred. The top
oor is dedicated to the exhumation team. Here, emotionally loaded pictures of
the exhumation process are combined with quotes about the meaning of Łączka,
collected from, mostly, the volunteers, but also archaeologists, forensic scholars and
Szwagrzyk himself. Signicantly, with the exception of Szwagrzyk, these quotes are
anonymised, creating the idea of a singular voice, a squadron of volunteers who feel
and think the same way. The photograph presiding over this oor is an enlarged,
dramatic image of Szwagrzyk and Anna Szelag, deputy director of the IPN’s Oce of
Search and Identication, carrying a con during a reburial ceremony at Łączka. In
the picture, Szwagrzyk and Szelag are shrouded in red and white smoke, surrounded
by activists dressed in attire with the ‘cursed soldiers’ imagery.
For us, the exhibition clearly demonstrates a tacit process of militarisation inher-
ent to the IPN’s exhumation practices at Łączka. That is, while militarisation is not
directly visible, on the top oor, the merging of the anonymised volunteers’ words
into a singular voice accompanied by a photograph displaying explicitly patriotic
aesthetics (red and white smoke, the T-shirts) transmits ideas of duty, hierarchy and
patriotism which are closely linked to militarism. Importantly, spread over three
oors, the exhibition transcends the physical presence of the mass grave, recreated
through the life-size image on the oor, to the realm of the sacred on the second
oor and that of tacit militarism on the top oor.
Conclusion
The exhumations at Łączka show many similarities to human rights-driven
exhumations that are happening all over the world as part of the so-called foren-
sic turn in transitional justice. In Poland, however, tropes and narrative structures
related to human rights-based cosmopolitan memory modes are used in an antag-
onistic fashion to create a heroic narrative of the ‘good’ Polish nation against the
‘evil’ communist oppressor. As we have shown, the volunteers, being witnesses
to the violent abuses of the communist regime, obtain that position of transmit-
ters of that experience. As devotees of the ‘cursed soldiers’, Łączka and Szwagrzyk,
the volunteers communicate their experiences to larger audiences using narrative
structures characteristic of hagiography and sacrality. At the same time, we have
pointed to the subtle overlaps between the body of volunteers and paramilitary scout
groups, which, we believe, translate into a culture of militarism which permeates the
narrative of the volunteers.
Following Zalewska’s idea of community archaeology as a civil society-building
practice, the processes of sacralisation and militarisation we observed in the group
of volunteers illustrate how the exhumations of the ‘cursed soldiers’ promote the
nationalist memory programme of the ruling PiS party.57 With that, the exhuma-
tions of the victims of communist violence, carried out in and outside Poland,
become a vehicle of patriotic education and ‘patriotic retreats’.58 Moreover, the IPN’s
Oce of Search and Identication has become a branch of public outreach which
enables direct citizens’ engagement with the ‘cursed soldiers’ as a new memory
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paradigm that encompasses the core societal values of PiS. The a ective and emo-
tional power of witnessing bare violence at the open mass grave produces deep and
emotional levels of engagement which inspire the volunteers–devotees to become
transmitters of the ‘cursed soldiers’ myth to society at large.
However, this type of community archaeology is not as inclusive as Zalewska
suggests, since the mass grave exhumations of the ‘cursed soldiers’ carry a strong
right-wing identity and nation-building component. IPN’s current exhumation
practices show how narratives and practices which were originally developed by
counter-memory and le-wing memory activists are, in Poland, being used in
opposite political settings, and produce antagonistic memory narratives using cos-
mopolitan tropes.59 That is, while partly making use of the language of victimhood,
trauma, closure and the need for a fully edged form of Transitional Justice, the
IPN and PiS trace a monologic and exclusive memory discourse which spurs on the
passions of belonging. In short, the ‘cursed soldiers’ myth enables the current gov-
ernment to question the Polish transition to democracy along with its leaders and
protagonists. As such, the memory of the Solidarity movement is discredited and
replaced by a myth of uncompromising, staunchly anti-communist heroes imag-
ined as paramilitary lonely wolves. And, as such, the ‘cursed soldiers’ remembrance
outweighs a number of other important anti-communist memory paradigms and
myths, such as the myth of the Warsaw Uprising, particularly because of the rural
setting of the post-war partisans’ struggles. Rather than proposing urban models
of solidarity and activism, the ‘cursed soldiers’ military and rural contexts inspire
a hierarchical and non-centrist style of commemoration and engage those who
identify with PiS as a patriotic and anti-cosmopolitan party. The exhumations of
the ‘cursed soldiers’ highlight the processes of (national) identity building which
are inherent in exhumation practices, but are extra prevalent in Poland. As such,
the right-wing appropriation of human rights-related discourses and practices in
Poland invites us to review similar processes at work when analysing exhumations
elsewhere.
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